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The BSU Pavilion:

Looking for the Best Seat
1[11

by Colleen Bou~hill
O"TRucnON

BAA

WORK..., 'UT

the. finishing to.uC.hes on .the
Although the State Board of Education
.BSU Multi-Purpose Pavilion,
.
campus sports and enterwas unwilling to appropriate state. tax
tainrnent monument, just in time for BSU
dollars to fund this ambitious project, they
commencement exercises last May.
did approve a $40 increase in student. fees to
The mammoth structure, which took.
help pay for the building.veffectlveSpring
nearly four years and $17 million to]
1979.
complete,now
houses recreation, Child~1 ; That was still not enough moneyjso,
. care., and stude.n.t.org..ani.z..ation fa.cili.t.
ie..s, .a.s!.. John Keiser, BSU president, enlisted the'
well as ana~ena that c~n seat o~erlO
.help of.the Bronco Athletic Association to j
percent of'Boise'spopulatlon
at once:
!
make up the difference between fee increase i
- Forty-one events and .II months lat~r,')
revenue and the $17 million. building. price /
Bronco Athletic Association lifetlmernem'.tag.
.:.,
.....
. /
bers and BSUstudents, th!;twogroups who!
The. BAA.hadorigina:lly
i*ten,ded: to'
will pay fortlte pavilion over the next
contribute $1 million' to)hecause,
by~
years, are still vying for facility privileges,
soliciting donationsfrom
the ·charity-.
not extended to~epublic.
' minded wealthy in Boise. At that time the

I

20J

building's cost was not expected to exceed
$11 or $12 million. When that figure was
adjusted upward, the BAA' decided to
contribute $5 million; according to, Tom
,, MacGregor, former BAA President. . The
BSU basketball team lacked adequate fan
seating for games in the old gym, a problem that the BAA, .dedicated to excellence in
athletics. could help eliminate by contributing to anew facility.
Five million dollars would have been
impossible to collect without offering some
Incentiveto' potential donors, both, Hatch
'and Keiser said '.in separate lntervlews..
Incentive. came in the form or"lifetime
.memberships" in the pavilion .: "J)onations
of $16,00 for.individuals'
$20;600 'for
corporations b'ought' a pair of. the only

or

padded seats in the house, located on the
mezzanine level, the 'second .tier of seats
above the floor. The seats are reserved for
members for all pavilion events.
For membership that includes seats in
the .University Club or President's Club,
prime viewing areas in the BSU stadium, a
corporation might. pay up .t~,$63,OOO,
according to Bob •Madden" BAA. executive
director.
In addition to the seats, lifetime members.
'may park in a reserved roped-off area close
.to the doorsat.events selling 5,000 or more
.tickets. All 644 lifetime members are also
entitled -to use of pavilion recreation
f'ac.ilities.during regular operating. hours.
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New Careers

Inc.
Hair Design
Training Centre
2202 Broadway

I'
I

WE.£COeM Ec:S 23e5'U e5Cl'U fJjEc::IVClc:E
New Classes Starting Soon!!
Please Call for Information
at BUDGET TAPES
& RECORDS
Take home all your favorite New Artists like these. : .

•

THOMPSON TWINS i
SIDE KICKS

LOVE

For Appomtrnent Call 336-0190
wouc-ms Welcome
25"0 Discount ott regular pnces with Activitv Cord
y.fI."Y-.

....."..,..~

PERMANENT WAVE
COUPON
SPECIAL S 14 •95 WITH
EXPIRES5il/83

CASSETTE

IncludO' LIES
ON YOUR SIDE
TEARS '--

__

---Y

at Special Sale Prices
during the month of April
PLUS! When you buy one of these albums or tapes
or any of the many others on sale, you'll
receive a limited edition
Budget Tapes & Records/RDck Df the 80's Keychein· !

+
GiYelheldh

ofrnmk.

·While supply lasts

Hours:
M - F 11:00 a.m. - 9:00p.~ .
Sat .10:30 c.rn. - 6:30 p.m .. Sun noon - 6:00p.m.

In Boise@
1222 Broadway ph. 336 -4122
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By Pacific News Radio
Loans
Americans who borrow from Uncle Sam
and refuse to pay him back could cost the
government 42 billion dollars by the end of
this year. But, says the Office of
Management and Budget, the government
is at least partly to blame. According to
Joseph Wright, OMB's deputy director,
the government's debt-collection program
is "one of the worst that you'll ever see:"
Loan applicants, says Wright, aren't
screened properly, and resources to collect
the money are "virtually non-existent."
Federal agencies even hire people who are _
known to have outstanding loans. As a
result, says Wright, those who are tempted
to renege on a loan often do. The president
of a debt-collecting firm working for the
government put it this way: "everybody
knows somebody who hasn't paid a loan
and thinks, 'I'm damned if I'm paying.' "
The IRS tops the list of agencies with
debt problems--thanks to people who
haven't paid their taxes. The Department
of Education is second with its outstanding
student loans, followed by the Department
of Agriculture and the Small Business
Administration. San Jose Mercury, April's.

Bad Writing
Backers of a contest to find an opening
line to "the worst of all possible novels"
say they've received thousands of entries
from all over the world. The
"Bulwer-Lytton Fiction Contest"--named
after the Victorian writer who once began a
novel with "It was a dark and stormy
night" --,was launched in jest by the English
Department at San Jose State University.
But, says professor Scott Rice, "We have
entries from every state and about :35
foreign countries." Here's a sample from
Pennsylvania: "As she fell face down from
the black muck of the mud-wrestling pit,
her sweaty, 300-pound opponent muttering
soft curses in Latin on top of her, Sister
Marie thought, "There is no doubt about it:
the pope has betrayed me!' " San Jose
Mercury, April 5.

Tetn~orary Fee Increase
Becomes Pertnanent
by Iran Cheshire

The. State Board of Education (SBOE),
approved a $50 fee increase for Idaho's'
three universities and one college last
Thursday in Moscow.
The approval makes' permanent the
temporary $50 increase that was imposed
last year and that was Supposed to end at
the end of this school year. Two years ago,
a similar one-year temporary increase also
became permanent.
The Associated Students of Idaho (ASI)
voiced their preference that the board make
fee increases permanent initially rather than
misinform the students.
"We, the students of Idaho, simply want
to know the whole truth from now on,"
John Brower, Chairman of ASI, said to the
board.
'
Rick Jung, vice president, elect at BSU"
explained, "We are dealing with less.
traditional students at BSU and they simply
want to know where they stand."
"
Jung also presented a petition to the
board with over 600 full-time students"
signatures voicing their opposition to the
$50 increase. According to Jung, the
signatures were gathered in about one and a
half days.
The only applause of the day-long
meeting came from the audience when Jim
Grow, Lewis and Clark State College
representative to ASI, told the board, "I
want to know if you as a committee have
ever upheld a temporary fee increase." His
question went unanswered by the board.
All four presidents from the schools
supported the fee increase.
"I do not believe BSU can possibly
continue without a fee increase," said Dr.
Keiser, BSU President.
The fee increase will bring BSU's fees
from what would have been $350 to $4()1)

per semester.
Non-resident tuition was increased by
$100 per semester.
The board also approved a new funding
formula to be used in determining the
amount, 'of money a higher education
institution will receive. According to Lindy
High, SBOE press relations person, the new

President John Keiser, left, in a moment'
of contemplation
at the State Board
meeting. Photo by Iran Cheshire.
formula i?; called the "Alternate Budget
Distribution/Equity
Process, " and will
replace the traditional way of funding by
using the previous year's percentages for
each department's new allocation.
Steve Keto, Chief Finance Officer for
the board, said the new method involves a
complicated formula that establishes a way
to distribute money "more fairly" should
higher education not get the $96.4 million

Working Overtime
Legislative- Re~_o_rt_:

Idaho legislators worked overtime last
after removal of a clause that would have
week trying to complete unfinished busallowed prosecution of state residents who
ness, including a bill requiring adult
participate in the programs.
children to pay for their parents' nursing
Senators passed H1S0 (which had passed
The best wayto resolve domestic
care and a bill outlawing non-residents'
the house earlier) on a 25-5 vote and
squabbles is to throw the man in jail. Tha.'s
participation in pyramid schemes.
forwarded it to Gov. John Evans.
the implication of a new federally-funded
House Bill H2S, which requires children
Sen. Gail Bray, Dist. 17, said Idaho is the
study on domestic violence. The study,
of parents who receive Medicaid to help
only state that does not prohibit pyramid
conducted with the help of Minneapolis
pay part ofthe cost of their nursing care, ' schemes. The plans are' so described
police, shows the best way for police to
passed by a 42-25 vote last Thursday. The
because a few people. starr'the programs
protect a battered woman from further
bill passed the senate earlier.
with investments, then receive a payment
abuse is to arrest the man involved, not try
"Sometimes we have to pass laws to
for everyone else they bring into the
to mediate. In the Minneapolis study r only
encourage people to do what is right," Rep.
project. Those people are then paid for
10 percent of those arrested committed
Chris Hooper, Dist. 16, said. "We need to
others they attract into the group.
another act of domestic violence within 6
'start getting back to taking care of our own
Bray said only the people at the top of
months, compared with 16 percent of those
first, with the state only there as an ultimate
the pyramid make money from the
given advice, and 22 percent of those
backup."
schemes, while those who join at a late date
ordered out of the house for eight hours.
The bill requires children to pay up to
often lose their investments.
University of Massachusetts sociologist
$3090 per year toward the cost of their
Peter Rossi says the study is "really quite
parents' nursing home care under Mediimportant. It's the first piece of evidence,"
caid.
he says, "that something can reduce the
Hooper said several other states recently
amount of violence in domestic assault
passed similar laws. He predicted most
cases." New York Times, April5.
.~
states would do it within a few years.
"I expect in the next couple of years all
states will have laws like that. That is lot
of money nationwide," Hooper said.
'
But Representative
James Stoicheff,
Taking a page from Iran's mullahs, a
District I, said the legislation "flows
fundamentalist
Presbyterian. Church is
against
the
laws
of
nature"
because
when
Consumer activists say a new product
advocating that the U.S. become a religious
children leave home, their parents no
liability bill under debate in the Senate
state, in which civil courts would enforce
longer are responsible, for them. He also • the laws - of the Old Testament.
would virtually prevent anyone from
The
complained
that
the
bill
will
allow
the
state
recovering damages for injuries caused by a
orthodox Presbyterian church argues that
to snoop too much into personal family,
defective product. The bill, proposed by
"The only proper standard of ruleIs .the
finances.
Wisconsin Senator Robert Kasten, would
law of God." .What about the founding
"What we will be doing is reporting our ; fathers' concept of the separation of church
prohibit victims from suing for monetary
whole family financial situation to the state . and state? Sacrilege, say the orthodox
compensation unless they can prove the ,
government," Stoicheff said.
.,
manufacturer knew the product was
Presbyterians--God's rule is law "until the
Senator
John
Barker,
District'
24;
esti- .
defective. That, according to the Nader
universe as we know it passes away." This
mated
the
state
would
get
$160,000
from
group "Congress Watch," is nearly
means that- the Bible's punishment of death
the program. With federal matching funds,
impossible. The Kasten bill is supported by
for adultery could still apply. Butdon't get
that would generate $4S0,000 per year to
business and trade associations, who claim
the impression the Presbyterians are stickpay Medicaid costs,
the existing law-underwhich the,
I
,in~the~muds.For instance, a. church official
Inothetaction;
House Bill 'ISO (H1S0),
manufacturer need not be proved
explains that the old testament requirement
outlawing pyramid schemes inIdaho, won
negligent-is unfair. San Francisco
that fences be put on the roofs of newly
.endorsement
in
the
Senate
last
Thursday
Examiner, April 7. .
constI1lcted homes can be ignored, "since

a

Consumer Protection Bill

1984 B.C.

ASBSU Rel1ort:,

Special
_ Short Session

Iran Cheshire
Family Violence

that Charles McQuiles, director of the
board, said higher education needs this
year.
The new formula will divide the money
higher education gives to each institution
according to a complicated schedule that
would weigh the individual programs of its
students.
The board also acted on a request by
BSU to spend $200,000 for a computer
learning center. This budget also includes
85 new computers for the students' use.
The funds will come from the current
BSU budget, President Keiser said. He
added that the computers should be ready
in time for next fall's classes.
In other board business, Keiser requested
the opportunity' to convert the old gym's
balcony into classrooms. The board approved the first $100,000 of an estimated
$300,000 so the classrooms could be ready
for next fall's classes.
BSU now has colleges rather than schools
within its university
after the board
approved a request by Keiser. According to
Keiser, "It's time BSU was brought up to
date." He said they were never changed
from schools to colleges when BSU became
a university.
The board delayed until the next meeting
a decision of whether to allow BSU to
change the name of its School of Vocational-Technical Education to the "College of
Technology." Board members said they
weren't sure the name change would reflect
the course of study offered in these schools ..

The Senate dealt rapidly with a variety of
issues in a special session last Monday. An
anticipated lack of quorum at Wednesday's
scheduled meeting was the reason for the
session. Sen. Jim Auguas made a motion
which passed unanimously to allocate $750
.to Vo-Tech to fund advertising for the
hobo march. Sen. Scott Smith made
motions for two separate allocations, both
of which were approved: $500 to KBSU for
replacement of a defective vacuum tube,
and $300 to the Rodeo Club for an
upcoming rodeo.
Also approved
were the following
allocations: $360 to the Inter-Fraternity
Council to send six BSU members to a
convention in Sparks, Nevada; $75 to the
Health Advisory Board to cover the
board's participation in Health Fair 'S3;
and $67.50 to the Fencing Club to finance a
trip to Pullman, Washington.

our roofs are not flat and we do not use
them for social gatherings." Church and
State, April, 1983.

Brigs

in S~_a--:-;ce,---:--__
The first generation of space
explorers--scientistsand astronauts--could
be followed by a wave of murderers,
rapists, and terrorists. Canadian
criminologist Ezzat Fattah says space
colonies maybe regarded as the only
solution to the problem of overcrowded
prisons. Fattah says extraterrestrial jails
would follow the historical example of the
British, who emptied their prisons in the
1700's and I SOD'sby transporting convicts
to America and Australia.' Fattah says only
the most hardened prisoners should be
shipped into space. As for the rest, he
,
thinks they could be confined without bars
by means of implanted radio devices, which
would allow guards to track them down if
they leave a certain geographic area.Omni
Magazine, Apri1,l983 •. ",
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Dressed For
Stress
Last week's feature, "The New Corporate Feminism", while raising important
questions about female executive behavior,
presents a no-win situation for women in or
011 their way to the business world. To stay
home and depend on.a male for financial
support is the ultimate sin, but according to
author Ms. Gordon, to suceed by the male
corporate
world's standards
could be
worse.
Corporations exist to make profits, not
friends. Thanks to the "second wave" of
feminism, (the "first wave" got women the
vote), some of those profits, at least in the
form of salaries, can belong to women.
To succeed in the business world, women
must deal with people in a way that is
opposed to. the niceties Mom advocated or
the collective ideals of Gloria Steinem and
Co. We were brought up to be attractive
future mothers: taught to protect ourselves
from the environment rather than make an
impact on it. We weren't expecting the
responsibility
for our own financial
security, much less that of a corporation.
The retraining dilemma faced by women
today makes retraining victims of the
present economic reorganization, i.e., recession, pale in comparison.
The corporate world as run by men is
toxic to the planet and the men who created

it. Are women going to accept the values of
business, the stress produced by subordinating our concept of human decency to
the profit motive?
Or will we make the world answer to our
values, feminist or feminine? If we make
clear distinctions between fruitful compromise and selling out, our ideals of a
nurturing, creative work environment can
be achieved.
The good-old-boy
attitude
towards
profit, and the often amoral means of
achieving it, has offhandedly dismissed
ethical questions with "it's only a game."
The rules of that game can be changed;
usually further from the humanistic approach, however. Women could make
powerfull changes in the workplace, provided we prepare for the ethical questions
we will face on our way to the top:
When does ."usual"
male humor/
behavior become sexualharrassment? How
would you respond to a request from your
employer to provide sexual favors?
Could you give inaccurate information to
'banks, tax collectors, partners or clients?
Do you view other women as allies who
can be trusted, or ruthless competitors?
How about advancing. your position by
advocatin termination of a capable associate?

~'<"
,•• AND NOW, u~ME5WATT ~ND1HE BE~GHBOYS
Would you allow a reduction in product
quality due to an employee in a temporary
.cirsis, or fire the employee?
What about child care, maternity leave,
and insurance benefits that cover pregnancy? 'Would you push for benefits
important to women that are, therefore,
often ignored?
Women's upbringing and business education leaves us sadly unprepared for the
realities of the workplace.
As we don the tweed, we are in grave
danger of selling our ideals for a 59-cent
dollar. The structure of a corporation is
intimidating, the competition for the top
fierce, but women must not quiet their

II

consciences as men have for monetary
success.
If we learn about, rehearse, and know
where we stand on these issues before we
face them in the workplace we have a better
chance of achieving true success--a paycheck and a clear conscience:
Go ahead and dress for success, and
retain the ethics you were taught. The
corporate world needs to be reminded that
when it comes to human lives, it's not "just
a game."

Josephine Jones
Co-editor
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The Best Seat
~ continued/rom cover
One more privilege goes with the
membership. Lifetime members have excl~sive rights to the seats they have bought.
Still, they must let Dexter King, pavilion
. director, know whether they will use their
seats at least five days before tickets go on
sale to the public.
If they don't use their seats, tickets are
sold to anyone who will pay for them. But
King saves our five or ten seats in the
lifetime members' section for all events.
Impulsivelifetimers who forgot to reserve
their seats can still sit free on the
mezzanine, regardless of the size of the
audience at an event.
So far, Madden said, this has caused
problems only at heavily attended events
such as the Billy Graham Crusade and the
NCAA basketball tournament, where there
were more people than places to sit.
Madden said the BAA worked hard in
1977 searching out people willing to.
contribute to the pavilion fund in exchange
for free seats at all events. Architectural
maps were, however, the only way to, let
prospective members know how close their
seats would be to arena action.
When the pavilion was finished, some
saw their seats, thought they were not
getting the excellent view they had been
promised, and complained vigorously to
the BAA, Madden said.
"Bob (Madden) probably wasn't totally
sure how the thing was going to come out,"
said Dr. David Croft, a lifetime member
who is a dentist in Caldwell. "How do you
talk about a building that doesn't even
exist?"
"The word gets out on things like that
and everyone interprets it the way it sounds
good to them. It was a problem that maybe
could have been handled better. (But) I'm
not sure it ever could have."
Like many concert-goers, lifetime members are concerned about access, wanting to
be able to leave the pavilion after an event
has started, and still be able to return to
their seats . For longer events, it's nice to go
eat and then come back, Croft commented.
. Croft said he expected to receive a plastic
identification card that would allow him
access to the pavilion recreation facilities or
his pair of seats at any time.
.,

Madden said that a good athletic program
promotes a good academic program.
People need. something to rally around
Madden said, and athletics is good pUbli~
relations.

Chilling Effect
Croft, who is also on the board of
directors for BSU Foundation, an academic
support group,' agreed with Madden's
assessment. It's much easier to raise money
for a pavilion than for a library, he
claimed.
, Pavilion concerts are booked through a
promoter, King said, and the promoter's
profit depends entirely on the number of
tickets sold. He must pay about $2,000 or
12 percent of gate receipts to the university.
Because they can't collect any cash for
644 of the pavilion seats, some promoters
have refused to book some acts into the
pavilion, King said. The $1 student and
faculty discount lias the same chilling
effect, King said, by potentially reducing
promoter's profits.
"But there are also acts that have also
refused to come because I refused to bind
to their rates," King commented. "But

"I thought that we would have a plastic
card like they do in the President's and
University clubs for access to that building
anytime I want to go in it. And I'm still not
convinced I wasn't· told that would be
exactly the way it was."
"For someone who paid $63,000 and
can't get in the building, that's a tough deal
for them to swallow."
Discontent over the distance from the
BAA seats to the events in the arena led to
the formation of a new policy by pavilion
Director King in August, three months
after the first pavilion event. Lifetime
members can now sit anywhere in the
pavilion except the 15 rows of seats closest
to the arena floor.
The term "lifetime membership" may be
that's the business. You negotiate, you
a misnomer. While the individual membernegotiate and if finally you can not come to
ships are good for a lifetime, the corporate
, a meeting of the minds ... you say, 'Fine. See
memberships run out in 20 years. And
you next year if you want to come back.' "
apparently no one has yet decided what will
Any discounts make it tougher to book
happen after those memberships expire.
concerts, King said. "If I put a ten pound
Though he said no official overtures have
weight around your neck, is it harder to
been made to the BSU administration,
walk, or not?"
Madden hopes to see the BAA resell .the
"Any determent you place in front of a
seats, donating the money to a scholarship
guy that's trying to sell a product that cuts
fund for BSU athletes. A price for resale
down on their bottom line in excess of
has not been established.
what's normally done in the market is going
"I'm sure the seats will be resold,"
to impact the amount of business you do."
Madden said, "because it's basically a
King is not complaining, however. "It's
trade-off. We lost a lot of revenue through
part of the job, and I knew about it coming
the University and President's Club seats
in. I'm here to do a job, and that is to
... to generate the monies for construction
generate as much money as possible and at
of the pavilion." About $150,000 is lost'
the same time bring quality entertainment
from BAA dual membership in the pavilion,
into the area.'
'
and stadium seats.
The BAA seating arrangement and the
King said he was unaware of plans for
student discounts have not proved a
the seats after the current terms of
financial liability to the pavilion or the
membership expire, but did say that the
university, King said. It costs about $1,014
funds-in-exchange-for-seats
arrangement
to run the pavilion for five hours; a usual
between the BAA and BSU administration
act renting period. The 'cost includes
was an unusual way to pay for a building.
security, and other personnel, as well as
heat and lighting.
The original BAA funding commitment
was for $5 million. With interest payments,
For most acts, King said, the going rental
the BAA should collect $7.3 million by the
rate is about $2,000 or 12 percent of gate
receipts, whichever is more. The percentage
time all seats are paid for in 1992.
of profits is nearly always more; according
All that money will probably go toward
retiring the pavilion debt, Madden .ex- , to King. Of the $2,000, he said, "That's so
insignificant it's unreal." A rock show
plained, If any is left, it will be spent on
usually.earns the university about $10,000, .
.scholarships for student athletes.
he said, money thatIs channeled, back into
. Asked if money raised ina
future
reselling of the 644 seats. might be better. .'the pavilion to meet the board of education
:requirement
that the facility beseU.
applied .:to academics than athletics,

supporting.
tion in the community;
The pavilion is running in the black, King
On the other hand, if the pavilion
said, adding that exact figures on profits
donates both the facilities and the necessary
are unavailable. "We just know we're in a
personnel, the independent auxiliary nature
pretty good position. I was hoping for one
of the facility is violated. "I'm told I can
small show, one large show per month the
not give this facility away," King said. "If
1st year and it's far surpassed that."
I'm not held responsible, I don't care, but
Asa Ruyle, in charge of 'BSU financial
somebody's got to pay the piper."
affairs, also said that no documentation is
available on overall pavilion profitability,
though the facility is self-supporting.
A computerized
ticket system, with
On March 28, the ASBSU Senate passed
outlets located thoughout the Treasure
a resolution proclaiming that all full-time '
Valley, should be operating by September,
BSU students should be allowed a 20
King said. A ticket for any seat in the
percent discount, on tickets to all pavilion
pavilion, or Morrison
Center can be • events except BSU sponsored athletic
purchased from any outlet, according to
events. Current policy at the pavilion
King, an improvement over the current
allows staff, students and faculty at BSU a
practices of selling some tickets for seats in
$1 discount, which usually amounts to
each section at each ticket outlet.
about a 10 percent discount.
Middle-of-the-road described the musical
The resolution also asks that students
taste of the majority of concert-going
· and faculty have an opportunity
to
Boiseans, King said, noting that country
purchase one discount ticket and up to
and western is also a strong musical force,
three regularly priced guest tickets two days
Rock concerts sell well, he said, as long as
before tickets go on sale to the public.
two do not follow each other too closely.
Speaking against the senate resolution,
Music at the pavilion reflects the taste of
King said the senate passed it without
BSU students, not just the community,
"doing their homework first."
King said. At BSU, an urban campus,
"Any kind of discount is going to impact
the product," he said. Another student
ticket discount would make it harder to
lease the building for a concert.
As for granting students the right to buy
tickets before anyone else, King said public
furor over such an arrangement would be
intense. "The place would go down in a pile
of rubble." The public wants access to the
best seats, King said. Whoever is in line
first gets the first tickets.
• The BAA lifetime ticket holders, saying
they were told their seats would be the
"best in the house" when they bought
them, also wanted front row seats, King
said.
Though allowed to exchange their seats
for closer ones before the first day of sales,
they may not sit in the front 15 rows, seats
King said he wants to make available to the
public.
.
During her last week in office, ASBSU
President Marylss Fairchild agreed with
King. "I'm all in favor of discounts,"
· Fairchild said, "but we have to consider the
consequences."
Student ticket discounts
are not the way to make sure students get
their money's worth out of the pavilion, she
continued.
Instead, Fairchild said, students should
work' for more internships in the facility.
Opportunities for internships in business,
theatre, and other disciplines exist in the
pavilion, she said.

I

Student Discount?

Pavilion Director Dexter King: "I'm here to
do a job, and that is to generate as much
money as possible and at the same time bring
quality entertainment into the area. " Photo
by Russ P. Markus:
students are the community, he added. At
the University of Idaho, where most
students live on campus, the difference
between community and college musical
preferences might be more glaring.

SPB
Non-profit organizations may rent the
pavilion at reduced price, $1,200 or six
percent of gate receipts instead of $2,000 or
12 percent, yet the cost is still prohibitive to
the ASBSU-funded SPB.
"It's unfortunate, " says Student Programs Board Director Fuji Kreider "that
we can't use all of the facilities on our
campus."
SPB should not be considered
an
ordinary non-profit organization, Kreider
said. No other organization in town has
members who have each paid $80 per
academic year to payoff pavilion building
bonds. "The students paid for it," she, said
of the structure. "This way it feels like
we're double paying for it." One night each
semester seems reasonable, considering the
money students have paid in, Kreider
said.
With free pavilion rental and volunteer
students to act as.ushers, stage, hands, and
after-concert janitors, SPB might be able to
afford to book an act in the pavilion,

Kreider-said.

.

King disagreed" AlloWing students to
bring intheir
own ushers and security'
would disrupt the continuity. of service in
tile pavilion, possibly hurting it'sreputa-

I

I
I

I

'\.
, I

'Advisory Board
Denny Freeburn, director of student
activities, said that student governments at
some schools have used parr of their
student fee money to subsidize a discount in
student tickets, allocating the money to a
fund used to make up the difference
between regular ticket prices and discount

prices.
The .senate has not seriously considered
such a proposal at BSU, Fairchild said.
As chairman of the Pavilion Board of
Governors, an advisory. committee to King,
Freeburn said that although people complained at first, pavilion problems were
ironing themselves out."
After the first few concerts, Freeburn
noted, a few people came before the board
with concerns about security and crowd
control. The problems seem to be gone,
however, because the people have not been
back.
A subcommittee of the Pavilion Policy
Board, composed of Tom Beeler, Dr. Bill
Bowman, Richard Jung, Dexter King and
Laura Thornfield, is exploring possible
changes in student access to the Pavilion.
Recommendations .they "make will be
,presented to the Pavilion Polley Board in
the near . future. Issues. being considered
include additional ticket discounts, arranging for seats in the floor and parquet
sections to be set aside for students during
the first four days tickets are on sale and
student purchases of guest tickets.
A report prepared in 1977 by the
Multi-Purpose Pavilion Committee to convince the State Board of Education of the
'need for a pavilion reads: "A ' multipurpose pavilion is first: a facility which is
largely financed by students and therefore a
,facility which largely is designed to serve
their needs on' a daily basis."
: Whether or to what degree that statement
should prove true is tile issue behind most'
arguments over seating, tickets, and access
in .the pavilion.
.
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Life

to the Fullest

A SEMINAR ABOUT SUCCESSFUL LIVING
APRIL 18-20, 1983
Student Union Building Ball Room
Boise State University
MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER: Jack F. Paul
APRIL 18~20 SCnEDULE
April 18
,
7:30P.M.
April 19
7:30P.M.
April 20
7:00P.M.

\

".0 Ways to Know If You're In Love"
Sub Ballroom. BSU
"Getting the Most out of Life"
Sub Ballroom. BSU
"The Urgent Message"
CHUIKH or CHRIST. 2000 Eldorado

ALSO A SUNDAY PROGRAM

;.,

April I 7

(

9:45 A.M.
10:45 A.M.
6:30 P.M.

,j

"Just What is NewTestament Christianity?"
"Three Magicallngredlenls
for Life'"
"Super Agressive Christianity"
2000 Eldorado - AUditorium

JACK

*

F. PAUL

Has spoken on 57 university

campus.

es and h.undreds of high schools in the
last 5 years.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Appeared as guest speaker wilh astronauts Alan Bean, General Tom Stafford, and noted commentator
Paul
Harvey,
Was on the program at the Republican
National Convention in 1976 (Telecast
on CBS, NBC. ABC).
Speaks regularly lor five companies in the U.S. and Canada,
Motivational

speaker for three films.

T~ught Bi~le ~n a university level lor nlne years': Minister
years: Motlvatmg thousands 01 people in practical llvinq!

lor six

President 01 Bantam Hoist Company in Tyler. Texas.
Holds B..5. and ~.S. degrees and has completed
towarn the Doctoral of t:ducalion.

the class work
.

ARE YOU ASKING
TUESE QUESTIONS??
• lilli,

(.111

110\\

lao I de\(-Iop

Is t hcrv a dillcn'l1(c
•

Can I he

•

Is there really a lormula

a posltlvc
•

•

BSUWomen
Win All..ldaho
Crown

meter hurdles with a time of 14.16
and Paul Murphy claimed the SOO
meters with a time of one minute,
51.20 seconds.

The Boise State men's and
women's track and field teams
played host to instate rivals in the
All-Idaho track and field meet
Some changes are in store for
held at Bronco Stadium last
BSU athletics, but you will have
Saturday afternoon.
to look to sidelines to find them.
The BSU women used their
Late last week Athletic Director
prowess in the sprints and hurdles
Gene Bleymaier apparently deto turn back Idaho's talent and
cided that the present structure of
depth "in the distance events and
the BSU Cheersquad was inISU's power in field events.
adequate,
and a change was
Boise State's Karla Jacoby set a
needed. Bleymaier, who was unmeet record by winning the 100
available for comment, reportedly
meter hurdles in 14.41, while
plans to abandon the present
Debbie Florke turned back teamcheersquad of six men, six women
mate Val, Dworak in the 100
and mascot, Buster Bronco. Last
meters. Other standouts for the
year's head cheerleader
Tracy
Boise State women's team inMoran said Bleyrnaier told her the
cluded Diane Dodds who finished
new program will involve a female
on top in the 400 meter interdance team, six to eight female
mediates with a time of 62.92;
songleaders
and a minimum
Dworak a winner' in the 200
amount of cheerleaders, which
meters in 25.53; Darla Hasselcould be any combination of men
quist, who gave a strong showing
or women. The dance team would
in the 800 meters; Kim Carroll,
have a function similar to that of
who took the high jump with
a high school drill team, while
a leap of five feet, six inches, and
songleaders would perform pomSandy Johnson, who won the
pom routines and chants.
discus with a toss of 141-11. _
Bleymaier's
interest
in the
The BSU 400 meter relay team
cheersquad is welcomed by most
of Jacoby, Florke, Dodds and
of the cheerleaders presently tryDworak paced the Broncos with
ing out for the team, but his new
their new meet and school record
format isn't exactly getting him
of 47.94, while the 1,600 meter
rave reviews. The reason lies in
relay team of Ann Damiano,
the decision to cut the cheerlead. Hasselquist, Dworak and Dodds
ing contingent from 12 to four .
turned 'in a winning time of
Former BSU Cheer Advisor
3:58.59.
and BSU Songleader Lou Ann.
The University of Idaho took
Burstedt, in a letter to the Athletic
the team title in men's action,
Director, said that the change
outdistancing BSU by a 76 to 63
would make the three to four sets
margin. Idaho State finished a
of uniforms for six women and six
close third with 62 points. In
men totally. useless to an eightwomen's
competition,
BSU
member
songleading
group.
finished on top with 65 points to
Burstedt, Moran and other cheerIdaho's 61 and Idaho State's 44.
leaders interviewed were all for
The Bronco men, who had won
the new change, as long as . the
the Big Sky indoor title earlier in
present make-up of the cheerthe season, were hurt by the
squad remained unchanged.
absence of hurdler Roy Givens
In an open letter to members of
and their performance in the field
the Bronco Athletic Association,
events. Faced with Idaho's speed,
the BSU Cheers quad made this .
the Broncos were hoping for a
statement: "The purpose of a
dominating performance in field
cheersquad is to perform college
events to put them on top. But
cheers designed to promote spirit
crucial points were lost when
and involvement. The program
Boise State captured just three of
Mr. Bleymaier wants is designed
the six field events and failed to
to entertain, not to promote spirit
place well in others.
and involvement. Will this type of .
BSU's Jake Jacoby took the
'program benefit our football and
high jump with a leap of 6' Hi
basketball programs?"
3/4", but the Broncos'
Ron
A decision to keep a 12-member
Harvey and Rob Edwards never
cheers quad isn't seen by the
cleared the opening height. BSU's
cheerleaders as a costly step, since
track coach Ed Jacoby was also
cheerleaders
do not receive
disapoointed
with Yair Eloc's
monetary compensation and the
second place showing in the shot
uniforms are presently available.
put. Two bright spots for BSU
Burstedt's letter asks, "Now that
were Tony Bailey and Eddie Lee.
there is an increase in the budget
Lee took the pole jump with a
why not use the .resources availheight of 1.5feet six inches, while
able efficiently by keeping the
Bailey won the long jump with a ' established program at little cost
distance of 23-S Yz.
and add the second group because
Elsewhere for BSU, Joe Hicks
of the availability of funds for the
set a new meet record in the 110
program?"
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between rcli~ion.lI1<J Christianityl
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((=jJPlanned
Parenthood
offers confidential
selVices:
birth control
pregnancy testsBe counseling
annual exams
vasectomies
affordablepri~es.

evening and day clinics

Call 345-0760

.

cold-drill's design and format
change with each issue. This
year's entry was a cardboard
folder printed with a champagne
bottle labeled "a magnum of
premium quality."

Health Fair
A Health Fair Fun Run to
benefit fair activities will be
sponsored
by Idaho Sporting
Goods and KTVB- TV April 23.
Race time is 9 a.m, by the BSU
Pavilion entrance 2, and registration begins there at 8 a.m. for a
fee of $8. Pre-registration entry
fees are $7 and $5 for full-time
BSU students. Entry blanks may
be obtained from race director
Dennis Freeburn
in the BSU
Student Activities Office in the
SUB, telephone 385-1551.

i905 Broadway.

Geology Lectures

Jazzercise
A Jazzercise demonstration will
be held in the SUB Ballroom,
Thursday, April 14 from 12 noon
to 12:30 p.m. It is open to the
students and faculty at no charge.
Come dressed to ,participate or
just watch.

Phi Kappa Phi
BSU student Lawrence Smith
has received a Phi Kappa Phi
Graduate Fellowship. Smith, a
senior English major, is the first
Boise State scholar to receive a

Continued

10 page

10 •

PRESENTS

GEORGE SHEEHAN
"tne runner's guru"
'~"1' •
{~

lilt Theat~s

'.'.,

i273 S. Orchard

Dr. C. Wayne Burnham; head
of the Pennsylvania State University Department of Geosciences,
will lecture at BSU April 14.
Burnham, an expert on ore and
mineral deposits,
will speak
Thursday,
April 14, on The
Evolution of Hydrothermal Fluids from Magmas at 4:40 p.m, in
room 106 of the Science Building.
The public is invited to attend the
free lectures, which are sponsored
by the Society of Economic
Geologists and the BSU Depart.
ment-or Geology and Geophysics.

Cold Drill
On March 25, the Coordinating
Council of Literary Magazines
announced that Boise State University was the first prize winner
of its annual contest for undergraduate literary magazines. The
only competin.m of its kind in the
country, it attracted 106 entries
from colleges and universities in
30 states. The winner, BSU's
cold-drill , will receive a $300
award. The judges praised the
unusually-designed cold-drill for
its "excellent fiction" and the
"novelty and good functional
sense" of its design, calling it
overall "an exceptional journal."

Delicious New Pizza Pockets
and Spicy Mexican Duenitos
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.N ewsbrlefs.
Phi Kappa Phi
• Continued from page 9
Phi Kappa
Phi Fellowship,
awarded annually by the national
honor society in support of first
year graduate or professional
studies. The Boise resident will
graduate with honors from BSU
in May and plans to enter law
school at Duke Univeristy in the

fall. Smith was one of forty
nationwide recipients to receive
the $4,500 fellowship stipend,

Idaho
E.R.C.
Governor John Evans has announced formation of an Economic Research Council which he
said would serve as Idaho's
"think tank" for econoniic devel-

opment.
He named Cecil D.
Andrus, former Idaho governor
and former, Secretary
of the
Interior, as the chairman. Andrus
currently operates a consultant
business in Boise. Evans said the
council will also be composed of
eleven "policy-oriented Idahoans,
people from our universities and
from business."

ICL
The

Idaho

Conservation

gist and member of Planned
Parenthood's
Medical Advisory
Committee. Dr. Walker continues
to perform
vasectomies
each
month at Planned Parenthood's
clinic on a volunteer basis. In 1982
he trained seven family practice
residents in the surgical procedure.Planned
Parenthood of
Idaho salutes Dr. Walker as
Outstanding Volunteer in 1982 for
his exemplary contribution ...

League (ICL) has asked the BLM
to remove 6,349 acres from their
1984 land sales program. This
represents 45 percent of the land
BLM proposes to sell next year.
Tim Crawford, Vice-chair of leL,
,sl!id the "BLM is proposing to sell
~. critical elk and deer winter range,
bald eagle habitat, fishing streams
and other areas with high wildlife
and recreation value." Crawford
sharply criticized BLM for the
short public comment period for
the proposed sales. "This is just
another example of the hurry-up
way this program has been run
from the beginning," he said.

Moody's on Idaho
Moody's Investors .Service of
New York downgraded the rating
of the Boise School District from
1 to 3. Although the action
applied specifically to the Boise
district, Moody's left no doubt
that similar action could affect
every school district in Idaho.
Moody's said it acted because of
the Legislature's action in delaying a state payment to the schools
and because of the decline in state
school funding, and the restrictionsimposed by the one percent
property tax limitation initiative.
Financial ratings provided by
Moody's Investors Service determine the cost of issuing bonds and
notes by school districts and other
units of government, including
cities and counties.

Budgets

One Coupon per slice per person
Valid Only Between 11 am - 4 pm Weekdays
Must Present This Coupon

$1.25

offer Expires
May.7, 1983

Say "I do"
to Zales Spring
Wedding Specials.
We have it all! Solitaires,
diamond bridal sets, wedding bands, duos and trios.

.

':r

as $239
Yes. we have it all including quality. value.
savings on jewelry reduced
from our regular prime
stock, and a variety of convenient payment plans.
Best of all. you have our
word: if you're not satisfied
with your ring, return it in
90 days for its full purchase
price. And say "I do" with
confidence. because Zales.
the Diamond Store, is all
you need to know.

Dr. Donald Walker

Project Steelhead

'A BOY AND
HIS DOG'

As low

,

The Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee's proposed reductions in state conservation
budgets will severely limit those
agencies'
ability
to protect
Idaho's resources, claims the Idaho Conservation League. JFAC's
proposed budget cuts will eliminate as many as 28 positions
including five in Parks and Recreation, at least three in forestry
plus another 11 positions in the
Lands Dept., and a minimum of
nine positions in the Dept. .of
Water Resources. In addition, the
proposed JFAC budget for the
Parks Dept. will cause the closure
, -of theOld Mission State Park; it cutback or elimination of winter
-----------programs at Priest Lake. and
The National Endowment for
Round Lake State Parks, and a
the Humanities recently awarded
probable closure of other areas in
the Association For the Humanthe state, according to the departities in Idaho a grant of $168,200
ment.
for public programming' in the
humanities. This grant increases
funds available for project support in 1983 to $230,200. AdIn the summer of 1980 Planned
ditionally, the NEH authorized
Parenthood of Idaho's vasectomy
$50,000 for the Association's Gift
program was inaugurated to proand Matching Program ...
vide sterilization for low income
men. The program was made
possible due to the sincere commitment and volunteer efforts of
Dr. Donald Walker, Boise uroloOver 100,000 pounds of fish
. can feed 70,000 people who are
low-income and recipients of food
program substinence. One-way
donated refrigerated trucks are
needed to haul fish to the southern part of the state. An Executive
Order allowed this project to be
MIDNIGHT
piloted in Idaho using a game fish
MOVIES'
as a means of supplementing the
NOW YOU CAN CHOOSE
diets of needy hungry people.
FROM 3 FRr. & SAT
Contributions
can be sent to:
Project Steelhead, Valley Food
Bank, P.O. Box 1287,800 Bryden, Lewiston, Id. 83501. All
contributions are tax deductible .. ,

Raft Trips
MONTY PYTHON'S

Rocky Mountain River Tours
plans to repeat its very successful
non-smokers' trip down the Middle Fork of the Salmon River in
Idaho. Six of last year's voyagers
have already signed up for the
1983 expedition!
The date is
August 26-31, 1983. Write to
Rocky Mountain River Tours,
Post Office -Box 126-A, Hailey,
ID 83333, or calI (208) 788-9300; ..

LIFE
OF BRIAN
3-Diamond/2-ruhv
bridal set. .
14 karat gold.
Reg. $900. NOW $699

SAVE $201

THE WHO
'THE KIDS
ARE ALRIGHT'

Parnassus Books
218 n. 9th Boise

Quality Used Hardbound'
Books Bought & Sold

Literature,

Take up to 2 years to pay!"

History,

Philosophy,

Religion,

Cooking,
Poetry, Drama, Children's,'
Biography,
Travel, Social, Natural
Science,
Mystery,

Espionage,

and Suspense.
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·TheDiamond Store
is all-you need.to know.
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The Real Puzzle

M

by

DOD

Story Lines

--

Solution
T-Ieaves

Rubin

Each of the frames at the
right is part of a complete story involving three people.
We'd like you to reconstruct
that <tory, below,
First, rearrange the characters' lives chronologically.
Then, enter the numbers in
the grid below to create a logical story. Each character's
panels should form a continuous (though not necessarily
straight) line.
Where lines intcl'5eCt,<so do
lives. We've given you two of
the numbers to start off.

Scottie,
goatee,
confetti,
Tito, Tecumseh
- the list of
weird (and incorrect)
solutions to the Trlesves puzzle
can only be hinted at in this
space.
"Safety"
or "Split T" or
even "Eighty" were perfectly
acceptable
alternatives
to
"TO." "Tight end" was not.
Here is the correct solution

-til T-Teaves:

..•. ,,~."

1)T-shirt
2) T-bone steak
3)TV
4)E.T.
5)Mr. T
6) tepee
7) T,R. (Teddy Roosevelt)
8) TNT
9) Tvsquare
10) Model T
11) TO. etc.
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For Sale - 1975 VW Rabbit. First offer
over $1600. Brad at 385-1464 or 345-7825.
ROCK BAND, available for parties,
etc. Various styles, cheap rates. Call
344-6376.
For Sale: brand new men's imported boots
(Spain), designer style, tan, size 8 1/2,
344-0228.

:1 ,

MOSCOW DUPLEX sell or trade for
suitable Boise-area residence or residentialproperty. Bill Morscheck 882-5531.

Two $500 scholarships for 1983/84 are
being offered by the Boise Ad Federation
to Ad Design, Marketing and Commu.nicatlons majors.
For details, see your department chairman or
call Pam Neil at 342-0925.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS:
Friday, April 22, 1983.
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GenUine. French Bread,
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In the. Chandlee Building 5th & Idaho

.10:"

Downtown Boise

Free Parking

.. Airline Tickets

• EXCWSWELYAT_

'!. ':tl ..;,.

"Cruises

.. Tours.

Car Rentals

.. HotelReservations

Now Open in the BSU
Student Union Building

•

II you value a real value
You'll appreciate the

BRIAR & HEARTH
SUIT

.-,

GLOBAl -~~
TRAVEL SERVICE

. Chocolate Desserts,
,& Croissants

,

.,

342-5625
R

NO CHARGE FOR OUR
SERVICE
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NROTC
$15,000 SCHOLA~HIPS:

The fabric IS a practical
blend of outstanding
worsted and man-made
yarns woven In the
tradmonat Iook of fine

A·VAWABLE SCHOLARSHIR
A VAWABLE CHALLENGE.
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The two-year NROTC Scholarship Program offers you a two-year
college scholarship that's worth as much as 515.000 in tuition. And it
offers you the challenge of becoming a Navy Officer with early
responsibilities and decision-making authority.
During college. the Navy pays tuition. cost of textbooks. instructional
fees. and an allowance of 5100 a month for up to 20 months during your
last two years of college. Upon graduation and completion of
requirements. vou are commissioned a Navy Officer.
Call your Xavy representative for more information on this
challenging program.
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In Idaho Call: 800..547..2024 Toll Free
NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

THE RECORD EXCHANGE

EXTENSIVE SELECTION OF NEW AND USED RECORDS AND TAPES; BLANK TAPES, BOOKS,
MAGAZINES, AND RECORD.cARE PRODUCTS. ALL AT BOISE'S LARGEST RECORD STORE

nos

W. IDAHO DOWNTOWN BOISE 344.801:0

Hila "'7

MON. THIIU SAT.

'
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If It's fl"om ROPER'S •••it;s RIGHT!

II

"_.".'~,

Open Weekdays 9:00-5:30, Fridays 'til 7 P.M.
819 IDAHO, DOWNTOWN BOISE

,

13:

POSTERS ETC.

II

T.SHIRTS, ROCK POSTERS, FANTAST/SCI·FI POSTERS. SAN FRAN. CONCERT POSTERS, SCENIC AND
TRAVEL POSTERS, MOVIE POSTERS, ART PRINTS, BVTT~NS, CALENDARS, NOTECARDS, INCENSE

n07

W. IDAHO DOWNTOWN BOISE 34,3'07:&3
HilS. 11'7 NON. THKU SAT.
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RENT TO OWN
By Day. Wee.k, Mo.
NO DEPOSIT
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CREDIT APPROVED IN STORE.
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DEl-IVERY
5263 EMERALD,

.37&07830'.

Winner 01 elghl Academy
Awards. Ihls hard-hilling
drama aboul corruplion In
the longshoreman's
Union stands as a major
,:achlevement In American'
..Ilim. Not only does II '
tackle complex social.
polilicol and personal
issues without losing any
01 its dramatic torce, but
it has become a lasling
influence on American
'culture. Brando and Eva
Marie Saint are superb.
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• TV-STEREO-VCR-.
• WASHER & DRYERS - •
• REFR. - MICROWAVE .•
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Wlnne"'tJfS:AcademyAwardsJ
In' ON 'THE WATERFRONT. ..

PA,GE 12 •. UJYIVERSlTYNEWS.APRIL'lJ-19,'1983.
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MarionBl'lIndo,

Eva MatieSa/nt
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